Steel King offers a wide variety of plant safety products

Steel King's Mega Guard system is designed for maximum protection at key areas. Tubes are angled to deflect impacts and maximize strength. It's a completely welded one-piece design for quick assembly.

Always on duty, Steel King's Guard Dawg system is an inexpensive low-profile method of protecting racks at intersections and along high-traffic routes.

- 5” x 3” x 3/8” angle
- Right, left, or double-ended guards
- Protects 3” or 4”-wide upright columns
- Anchors and hardware included

Steel King’s free-standing Column Protectors shield rack columns from collision damage by blocking and deflecting fork trucks at the point of impact.

Brace yourself against costly rack damage

Forklift damage is the core factor in about 90% of rack failures. Get to the heart of the solution with Column Core® by Steel King.

Column Core is exclusively available as a component to Steel King’s SK2000 tubular racks—the benchmark system in the storage market. Column Core’s unique C-shaped column reinforcement takes a rack that’s already 2 1/2 times more impact resistant than open-back uprights and doubles it. With Column Core, your SK2000 rack is a full 5 times more impact resistant at the front corners and sides where the upright is most vulnerable.

Column Core is sold in standard heights from 6 to 96 inches, in 6-inch increments. Custom heights are available upon request. Column Core can be installed in one or both upright columns for maximum rack protection.

Steel Guard is a smart investment in plant safety, a safety railing system that serves as a visual and physical barrier between machinery, staging, and work areas. By providing protection for your people, product, and physical plant, it can be one of the best investments you can make for your facilities.

Steel Guard is designed for solid protection for work areas, product storage, and equipment.

Solid protection for work areas, product storage, and equipment.

- Heavy 11-gauge corrugated steel rails mounted to 1/4” wall structural steel columns absorb and deflect impacts from forklifts and other mobile equipment.
- Optional lift-out/drop-in rail system maintains accessibility while providing unbroken protection.
- Convenient modular design is ready to install without on-site cutting, welding, core drilling, or painting.
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